Decorated Lily Gift Bag Design By Sue Eldred for McGill, Inc.

Punches needed: Star Lily, Crystal, and Starburst or similar style punch
Supplies needed: Small Paper Gift bag, Colored Tissue to coordinate, Tea Rose Ink pad, Burgundy, Mauve, Cream and
Green Card stock, Burgundy Color Marker, Ribbon, ric rac, acrylic gems, and Glue.
Make the LILIES:
1. Punch Star Lily 6 times for each flower. Use same size shapes to make each Lily.
2. Rub the edge of each shape with Tea Rose Dye Ink. Rub the base of each shape against ink pad, also.
3. Use Burgundy color marker to add dots over the color on the base and add dots part of the way up the petal.
4. Place shapes for petals on the Craft Molding Mat. Using the 8mm stylus, press down into the center of the shape
as you move the tool in a circular motion over the entire paper shape. Paper will curl up around the stylus.
5. Place the tweezers at the smaller, defined end of the shape. With index finger and thumb, pinch the paper around
end of the tweezers.
6. Holding the pinched end between finger and thumb, use the tweezers to grasp each side of the shape and roll
back to form petal.
7. Punch 1 Crystal shape out of green card stock for each Lily.
8. Place shape for flower base on the Craft Molding Mat. Hold the 8mm stylus at a 90 degree angle. Press down as
you roll the stylus in a small circular motion in the center to form a cup. Petals and leaves attach to the flower base.
9. Punch 1 Starburst shape and color the round tips on both sides with the Burgundy marker.
10. Cup Starburst shape to create center of the Lily using step #8 above.
11. Punch 2 -3 of the large Star Lily shapes from the green card stock. Follow step #4 and 5 above to prepare the
shape. Use 1mm stylus to add thin veining details to each leaf.
ASSEMBLY:
1. Punch Star Lily 6 times for each flower.
2. Dip the narrow end of the 6 Lily petals in glue and attach them to the cupped Crystal arms. Caution: Don’t use glue
on or over the Craft Molding Mat. It needs to stay clean and dry.
3. Glue cupped Starburst shapes into centers.
6. Glue leaves around the base to complete each Lily.
7. Decorate a gift bag with ribbon, ric rac and acrylic gems. Attach the Lilies. Fill the bag with colored tissue.

